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Augmented PDM for series-resonant inverters 
 
 

Abstract. The main disadvantage of a pulse-density-modulated (PDM) voltage-source series-resonant inverter (SRI) is that the amplitude of the SRI 
output current fluctuates. To reduce the fluctuation, this paper presents an augmented PDM control method for the SRI. The proposed augmented 
PDM reduces the fluctuation in the amplitude of the SRI output current and requires fewer PDM sequences compared to the irregular PDM, and also 
provides a more uniform pulse density difference between PDM sequences compared to the inconstant PDM. 
 
Streszczenie. Główną wadą falownika z rezonansem szeregowym (SRI) z modulacją gęstości impulsu (PDM) jest to, że amplituda prądu 
wyjściowego SRI ulega wahaniom. Aby zredukować fluktuację, w niniejszym artykule przedstawiono metodę rozszerzonej kontroli PDM dla SRI. 
Proponowany rozszerzony PDM zmniejsza fluktuację amplitudy prądu wyjściowego SRI i wymaga mniejszej liczby sekwencji PDM w porównaniu z 
nieregularnym PDM, a także zapewnia bardziej jednolitą różnicę gęstości impulsów między sekwencjami PDM w porównaniu z niestałym PDM. 
(Rozszerzony PDM dla falowników z rezonansem szeregowym) 
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Introduction 
Recently, the pulse density modulation (PDM) control 

method has often been applied to regulate the output 
current, voltage, or power in series-resonant inverters 
(SRIs) for various technologies [1-6], among which is 
induction heating [7,8]. The PDM control method ensures 
the operation of the SRI transistors with zero-voltage 
switching (ZVS) and quasi-zero current switching (quasi-
ZCS). The main disadvantage of this method is a current 
amplitude fluctuation. 

Basically, in the pulse-density modulated SRI (PDM-
SRI), current regulation is achieved by varying durations of 
an injection interval, as well as a free-wheeling interval, 
which are formed by the modes of operation of the full-
bridge topology. In the traditional/conventional PDM control 
method, these durations are an integer multiple of the SRI 
output voltage period (when the SRI is operating at a pulse 
density of 1) [6-8]. In the case of the regular PDM, there are 
one injection interval and one free-wheeling interval within 
the duration of a PDM sequence, as a consequence, 
amplitude fluctuations of the SRI output current are 
significant. To reduce the fluctuations, it is expedient that 
the injection interval is being distributed between the free-
wheeling interval [9-11]. This type of PDM is called irregular 
or non-regular PDM and is generally the most commonly 
used. 

Various enhanced PDM controls have been proposed 
[12-14]. The general idea of which is that the duration of the 
injection interval and the free-wheeling interval, or only the 
injection interval, is an integer multiple of the half-period of 
the SRI output voltage. But in these cases, the SRI output 
voltage contains a dc component [12,13] (which is not very 
suitable if a matching transformer is required), or the 
fluctuation reduction is not significant [14]. In the case of 
using the odd (3rd or 5th) harmonic operation method 
[15,16], which can be considered as a variant of the PDM 
control method, the frequency of the SRI output voltage is 
three, five, or more times less than the PDM-SRI with the 
pulse density of 1, as a result, the size of the matching 
transformer will be significant. In [17-19], the authors have 
combined the phase-shift control method and the PDM 
control method. But in the case where the phase-shift 
control acts between PDM patterns to provide smoother 
power regulation [17,18], the fluctuation is not less 
compared to the PDM control method, and the switching 
loss is much larger. And in the case of the combined control 
method in [19], the switching losses of the SRI transistors in 

the range from 0 to 0.5 increase, and the amplitude 
fluctuations in the range from 0.5 to 1 do not decrease. 
 

a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig.1. Schematic diagram of full-bridge PDM-SRI with output 
current iO and output voltage υO waveforms 
 

Another approach to reducing the fluctuations is 
connected with the converter topologies (modular topology 
and extended topology) [20-23], which require more 
transistors, and the converter design is more complex; it is 
not particularly suitable for low to medium power 
equipment. 

This paper discusses the amplitude fluctuation of the 
PDM-SRI output current and proposes an augmented PDM 
control method. The proposed control method allows to 
reduce the amplitude fluctuation of the SRI output current 
compared to the irregular PDM and requires fewer PDM 
sequences, and also provides a more uniform pulse density 
difference between them compared to the inconstant PDM. 
The proposed method is suitable for all mentioned above 
topologies. 
 

System configuration and operation 
A schematic diagram of a full-bridge PDM-SRI with the 

output current iO and output voltage υO waveforms are 
shown in Fig. 1. The secondary components of the 
matching transformer are reflected to the primary side and 
represented as equivalent parameters; resistance R, 
inductance L, and capacitance C are components of the 
series-resonant circuit connected to the SRI output. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig.2. PDM patterns: (a) irregular PDM; (b) inconstant PDM 
 

To provide the injection interval, the full-bridge PDM-SRI 
operates as a conventional full-bridge SRI and produces a 
square-wave ac-voltage state (υO = ±Vd) during m cycles of 
the period TO of υO; to provide the free-wheeling interval, 
the SRI acts as a zero-voltage source during n cycles of TO 
(Fig. 1,b). 

The duration TM of a PDM sequence can be expressed 
as follows: 

(1)   M O OT kT m n T    

where k is the number of cycles of TO during TM., m is the 
number of cycles of TO during the injection interval, and n is 
the number of cycles of TO during the free-wheeling interval. 

The frequency of PDM sequences is given by 

(2)  1/PDM Mf T . 

The pulse density D of PDM patterns can be expressed 
as follows: 

(3)  /D m k . 

 
Modulation principles 

Fig. 2,a shows the PDM patterns of the irregular PDM 
for a constant k-value of 16. Compared to the regular PDM 
(Fig. 1,b), in the irregular PDM, the injection and free-
wheeling cycles are distributed among TM in such a way as 
to reduce the amplitude fluctuation of iO. Both the regular 
PDM and the irregular PDM operate with a constant 
k-value. It is possible to vary the k-value in the mentioned 
PDMs, but this will lead to a significant increase in different 
variants of PDM patterns, often with the same D-value, 
which is unnecessary. 

Another approach in forming PDM patterns is to change 
the D-value by changing the k-value (Fig. 2,b). This 
approach can be called inconstant PDM. In this case, in the 
range of D from 1 to 0.5, there is no more than one free-
wheeling interval (equal to TO) during TM, and in the range 
of D from 0.5 to 0, there is no more than one injection 
interval (equal to TO) during TM. Compared to the irregular 
PDM, for the same maximal k-value, the inconstant PDM 
has more PDM patterns (e.g., at kmax = 16, the irregular 
PDM has 17 patterns and the inconstant PDM has 31 
patterns). On the other hand, the irregular PDM has a 
constant difference of D between two nearby PDM 
sequences, whereas the inconstant PDM doesn’t. 

With a high k-value, a more accurate power transfer 
resolution can be obtained [9]; however, this can lead to 
problems with acoustic noise (if fPDM is up to 20 kHz) [24] 
and slow response to changes in current or power 
feedback.  
 

Current amplitude fluctuations 
The fluctuation can be estimated from the peak-to-peak 

value of the envelope of iO [12] or the absolute peak-to-
peak value of the amplitude of iO [23]. In the case of the 
irregular PDM, the absolute peak-to-peak value of the 
amplitude of iO is easier to determine by numerical 
computation or from simulation results, while the 
determination of the envelope of iO is difficult owing to 
changes in PDM patterns. 

To provide current or power regulation, a control system 
monitors the change in the feedback signal between iO and 
the level of the current task signal and, based on the 
feedback level, selects the appropriate PDM sequence. 
Since the control system is limited in the choice of PDM 
sequences, if there is no appropriate PDM sequence to 
achieve the required value of D, the control system will 
change two nearby PDM sequences whose values of D are 
closest to the desired one (Fig. 3). In such a way, the 
fluctuation level has to be determined as the difference 
between maximal and minimal amplitudes of iO of the two 
involved PDM sequences; the normalized value of the 
peak-to-peak current amplitude is given by 

(4)   m max 1 min m( ) ( )i iI I D I D I
    

where Di+1 and Di are the pulse densities of the two 
involved PDM sequences, Im is the maximum current 
amplitude in the case of D = 1. 
 

 
Fig.3. Output current waveform in case of cycling between two 
nearby PDM sequences 
 

The output current iO(t) and the voltage υC(t) across the 
resonant capacitor C in the time domain are given by [19] 
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where: ωd is the damped frequency, and sgn(Vd) is the sign 
function of Vd are given by 
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Fig.4. Fluctuation characteristics under different PDMs: (a) Q = 10; 
(b) Q = 5 
 

Due to the fact that the operation of the PDM-SRI 
transistors occurs with quasi-ZCS, it is possible to simplify 
I0 = 0.  This simplification in (5) and (6) yields 
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Fig. 4 shows relationships between the amplitude 
fluctuations of both the irregular PDM and the inconstant 
PDM as functions of D, which were obtained for the steady-
state by (9) and (10) with the numerical computation at kmax 
= 16. It can be seen in Fig. 4,a that when a quality factor Q 
of the resonant circuit is equal to 10, there is no significant 
difference between the fluctuations of the mentioned PDMs. 
The maximal fluctuation value of the irregular PDM exceed 
the maximal fluctuation of the inconstant PDM by no more 
than 10%, which is only 2.77% of the amplitude of iO at D = 
1. On the other hand, at Q = 5, the difference is more 
significant (Fig. 4,b); the maximal fluctuations of the 
irregular PDM exceed the maximal fluctuations of the 
inconstant PDM by almost 20%, which is 7.5% of the 
amplitude of iO at D = 1. It can also be seen that the 
inconstant PDM has an excess amount of the PDM 
sequences, many of which can be neglected. On the other 
hand, there is a significant difference in values of D 
between some PDM patterns. 

At both Q = 5 and Q = 10, the irregular PDM has two 
spikes in the fluctuation graph. This is because some of the 
sequences of the irregular PDM contain unequal series of 
PDM sub-patterns (Fig. 5), as a consequence, more than 
two sub-patterns are used for two nearby PDM sequences. 
In contrast, all sequences of the inconstant PDM are unique 
patterns provided by a corresponding combination of the 
PDM parameters (k;m;n); as a consequence, there are no 
significant spikes on the fluctuation graph. 
 
Proposed augmented PDM 

To reduce the fluctuations, it is expedient to use PDM 
sequences with unique patterns, as in the case of the 
inconstant PDM, and to exclude some PDM sequences in 
order to decrease the amount of the PDM sequences and 
provide a more uniform step in values of D of nearby 
sequences, as in the case of the irregular PDM. At the 
same time, it is sensible to combine nearby PDM 
sequences in order to decrease the difference between 
their values of D; in this case, no more than two sub-
patterns will be used for two nearby PDM sequences. 
Besides, even under a set kmax-value, to increase response 
to changes in current or power feedback it is possible to 
decrease k-values for the sequences with D = 1 and D = 0. 
Based on the above, Fig. 6 shows the patterns of the 
proposed augmented PDM. Along with the irregular PDM 
and the inconstant PDM, the augmented PDM control 
method also is suitable for the full-bridge, extended, and 
modular topologies. 
 

 
Fig.5. Sub-patterns within PDM sequences in case of the irregular 
PDM 
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Fig.6. Patterns of the augmented PDM at kmax = 16 
 

Fig. 7 shows relationships between fluctuations of the 
irregular, inconstant, and augmented PDMs at kmax = 16. It 
can be seen that the augmented PDM provides fewer 
fluctuations compared to the irregular PDM both at Q = 5 
and Q = 10, as well as the inconstant PDM at Q = 10. In 
addition, the fluctuating reduction is achieved with the same 
number of PDM sequences as in the irregular PDM, which 
is significantly less compared to the inconstant PDM; this 
may be important for implementation. 
 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig.7. Fluctuation characteristics of the augmented PDM versus the 
irregular and inconstant PDMs 

The fluctuations graphs in Fig. 7 show that using the 
augmented PDM makes it is possible to decrease 
fluctuations up to 4.6% of the amplitude of iO at Q = 10 and, 
more importantly, up to 7% of the amplitude of iO at Q = 5, 
without any changes in the topology of the SRI, or 
significant modification in the control algorithm. 

In order to verify the correctness of the presented 
results obtained by the numerical computation, a simulation 
verification was carried out for some of the augmented DPM 
sequences. The simulation showed that the discrepancy 
between the result of numerical computation and simulation 
is no more than 0.2%. 
 
Conclusion 

This paper analyzes of PDM sequences for various 
types of PDM control and proposes an augmented PDM 
control method that: 

1) reduces fluctuations in the amplitude of the SRI 
output current by 7% of the amplitude of the SRI output 
current at a quality factor of 5 and 4.6% at a quality factor of 
10 compared to the irregular PDM; 

2) requires fewer PDM sequences and provides a more 
uniform difference between the pulse density of two nearby 
PDM sequences compared to the inconstant PDM. 
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